I. Public Notice, Call to Order
   A. 12:39 p.m. Quorum Declared – All in attendance, except Moniz excused, Kauai Commissioner – vacant. Introductions by all in attendance.

II. Review and approval of minutes
   A. MOTION to accept minutes from November 1, 2019 by Hoffeld, seconded by Ostrowski – ALL IN FAVOR, ADOPTED

III. Chair’s Report
      1. Must determine CSW attendees for procurement
         a) No deadline for registration yet
            (1) Suffrage anniversary, planning to do a time capsule
            (2) Seeking speakers; please submit proposals to Jabola-Carolus

IV. Public Comment
   A. Presentation by Vera Zambonelli, Hawai’i Women in Filmmaking (HWF) seeking sponsorship of program focused on gender equity in film, and a Status of Girls’ Report (similar to Haumea Report from OHA).
      1. CSW requested more information regarding Zambonelli’s $10K ask: cost breakdown, timeframe for training, presentations, transportation, and payment to employees, and how it relates to Native Hawaiian/girls on all islands, clear deliverables and research produced

V. Executive Directors’ Report
   A. Jabola-Carolus: Status of Commissioners
      1. Moniz is unable to attend meetings for personal reasons
      2. Kaua’i Commissioner had to withdraw for personal reasons
      3. Reminder quorum has to be at four people per meeting even if two members down.
   B. Legislation
      1. Taskforces proposed via resolution: gender violence and MMIWG
      2. Update on bills by topic: paid family leave, equal pay, sex trafficking
      3. Kern: DOH lawsuit for Title X lost against Trump/Gov. for “gag rule” for family planning
   C. Budget updates
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1. Jabola-Carolus: Unanticipated additional expenses related to Hawai`i Homebirth Taskforce (copy costs, overtime, delivery). Report is now complete, but not all in agreement. Meetings continuing until June.
   a) Amount used for taskforce went to budget allotted for NACW conference.
2. Calling is Caring Campaign
   a) Statewide anti-femicide campaign in partnership with SATC, DVAC, and sex trafficking service providers for helpline numbers
   b) Launching around International Women’s Day - March 9th (following Monday)
   c) Will disburse posters all around community, campuses, consulates, etc. in several different languages

D. Community Outreach and Research
1. Swedish Ambassador visiting in March 4-6
   a) Will send itinerary to see if Commissioners would like to join an event
2. Popolo Project Research Proposal
   a) Review of Climate Study proposal submitted by Akiemi Glen, Executive Director, Popolo Project: “Women, Race, Climate Change, and Resilience in Hawai‘i”
   b) Asking for “seed money” to start the study from CSW’s Women of Color support groups.
   c) MOTION FOR $1,000 SPONSORSHIP TO THE POPOLO PROJECT’S CLIMATE STUDY, in FY2020, or alternatively in FY2021 depending upon budget – Motion by Ostrowski, Seconded by Hoffeld – ALL IN FAVOR
   d) Can ask Popolo Project to present again next CSW meeting to clarify funding needed from CSW
3. Missing Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
   a) Working with Honolulu CSW Chair on events, March 5th lights red at City Hall
      (1) Working on floor presentations with legislature
      (2) Resolution for taskforce
4. U.S. INDOPACOM Gender Analysis Mainstreaming
   a) Jabola-Carolus presented to INDOPACOM on sex trafficking training at Camp Smith, invited back
   b) Mandatory gender analysis training for gender mainstreaming - Monday-Wednesday, March 16-18

E. Sponsorship Requests
1. County of Kaua‘i Committee on the Status of Women
   a) Reviewed $10K request for sponsorship of programs and NACW conference
   b) Discussion that Counties may also ask Mayors for assistance in funding.
   c) Food is not able to be included. NACW - Plan may be to sponsor the same as last year (annual membership and one registration to conference)
   d) Jabola-Carolus suggested a standard form be made which will provide information to DHS that justifies the sponsorship and streamline requests.
   e) MOTION TO CREATE HSCSW SPONSORSHIP FORM TO STREAMLINE SPONSORSHIPS & DHS REQUIREMENTS TO JUSTIFY DONATIONS by next fiscal year – Motion by Hoffeld, Seconded by Ostrowski – All in favor.
      (1) Jabola-Carolus will draft and ask COK CSW to resubmit their request w/o food, clarification if asked others for funding as well.
f) Motosue suggested to do financial requests once a year.

(1) Discussions confirmed that is difficult for Counties/non-profits on certain budget deadlines and timelines

(2) Difficult for CSW to budget as well, for example, must now budget for ~$1,500 for new security guard at State Office Tower’s salary

F. Annual Women’s Conference

1. “Permitted Interaction Groups” (PIGs) - Third Meeting
2. Set Committee Priorities – Budget about $3K set-aside this fiscal year
3. PIGs: Update on location and sponsorship for women’s conference
   a) Motosue: Café Julia – weekend $1,500 full day for Fuller Hall
      (1) Continental breakfast - $12/person -- Sandwich Lunch - $22/person
   b) Ala Moana Hotel
      (1) No rates, but seems willing to work with us based on budget
   c) Hilton
      (1) If want a weekend, sold out until fall
      (2) Rate can be given when date finalized
   d) New American Savings Bank Building, but can’t do 130
      (1) Possibility to rent Board room and some smaller rooms, on a weekend
      (2) Will check capacity
   e) Motosue’s Firm can do 60 + breakout rooms
4. Ostrowski: Location
   a) UH law school – free, but
      (1) Have to be on the weekend, no weekends left until May
      (2) Issue: not open to community
      (3) Need to submit request to Dean for approval, if not conflict w/UH event
      (4) Attendance, Food/drinks, staff work OT or free needs to be considered
   b) Expectations
      (1) 130 people vs. 85 people and breakout rooms – 140 available seats
      (2) Confirmed food estimations done for 85 will still cover since UH is free
   c) Logistics
      (1) Law schools $5/parking - Can get some parking passes
      (2) Food, audio/visual dependent on date
5. Kern: Capitol
   a) Also need the date, if weekend need to consider custodial and food
   b) If in fall can do it during the weekday, parking available with breakout rooms
6. **DATE FOR CONFERENCE --- HOLD: Saturday, August 29, 2020**
7. Motosue: Food – via Sponsors, Jabola-Carolus can help
   a) Women’s groups would be able to fund, but would want invitation
   b) May be difficult to limit the amount of attendees
   c) Jabola-Carolus: May work if there’s separate, Board set aside time
      (1) Can help to cap amount of people per breakout session
   d) Topics: Discussed from Hawai‘i Committees – Domestic Violence and sex trafficking on each list

VI. State Commissioners’ Reports and Updates
A. Cyd Hoffeld, Hawai‘i - Report of County of Hawai‘i Island Committee on the Status of Women
1. Annual projects – Healthy relationship pocket cards passed out at schools for teen dating violence prevention
2. Circulate Directory throughout Hawai‘i Island (green), updated every April
   a) Jabola-Carolus wants to also do a directory for Oahu
3. Real Women Essay Contest – middle/high school girls wrote on who inspired them
4. Working on Human Trafficking and Equal Pay
5. Equal Pay Day – Plan to do another radio ad.
   a) Trinh confirmed radio station still not compliant. Hoffeld said radio station considering remaining balance as “donation” – no follow up needed.
6. Equal Pay Day Bars provided again for 2020?
   a) Community partner does not want to pass out bars, instead will do proclamation with Governor. Outer island committees may continue independently.
7. COH CSW – Working on status of women in Hawaii report, passed out proposal
   a) Asked CSW if any databases hold employment per county, women’s earnings
      (1) Trinh knows Civil Beat database, but not by gender, will send
      (2) Ostrowski thinks OHA’s report had wages by county
      (3) Report will be on wage gap, poverty, education, economic security per county, to help focus on needed projects
      (4) Will check with Women’s Fund whether doing biannual study with UH. Last one was done 2018.

B. Terri Motosue, O‘ahu
1. Update on Hawai‘i International Film Sponsorship
   a) Received PowerPoint on Sponsorship - Starts from $3-5K and up
   b) Idea to have sponsorship w/panel on similar topic in August
   c) Discussion on how to select movie to sponsor
      (1) Look at the August list for movie to sponsor
      (2) Create another PIG to screen 5 or so films
      (3) Will check if possible due to confidentiality and Sunshine rules
   d) HIFF also does other programs, Women in Film, schools – could invite community

VII. Announcements
A. None

VIII. Adjournment – Motion to Adjourn by Ostrowski, seconded by Hoffeld – All in favor 2:34 p.m.